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Grain Trade Australia develops the grain standards and contracts that are used across the Australian grain industry and has over 250 member organisations 
ranging from regional family businesses to large national and international trading/storage and handling companies.   
 

Members operate within all sectors of the grain industry in Australia. Organisations involved in related commercial activities such as banking, communications, 
grain advisory services and professional services (solicitors and accountants) are also members. 

 

 
MEDIA RELEASE 

 

Unique Nuffield grain fellowship to investigate supply chain issues 
 
 
Investigating supply chains overseas, and how 
efficiencies can help a grower’s bottom line, will 
be the focus of a unique grains industry 
fellowship being provided by Grain Trade 
Australia (GTA) and Nuffield Australia. 
 
GTA Chairman Peter Reading announced the 
winner overnight at the Australian Grains 
Industry Conference (AGIC) in Melbourne. 
<editors: at the dinner Wednesday 29 July>  
 
“We’re thrilled to award the first ever fellowship 
of this kind to Lachlan Allen, who’s a commodity 
manager based in Adelaide with GrainCorp Ltd 
and President of the Grain Industry Association 
of SA,” Mr Reading said. 
 
“We were impressed with the high calibre of 
applications, which covered all aspects of the 
supply chain, and hope to have even more participation next year.” 
 
The fellowship is open to employees of GTA members and to Nuffield alumni, and will fund an 
international study tour. 
 
Mr Allen believes there’s room for improvement in the way supply chain organisations connect with 
growers to help them achieve a successful grain growing enterprise. 
 
“I see problems where a lot of growers view the supply chain as expensive and in some cases try to avoid 
it, when it is trying to be a service for the grower,” Mr Allen said.  
 
“I hope to visit not only countries with a well-developed supply chain, but those starting out on the 
export path, to see how growers are connecting to bulk handlers and adapting to a global market.” 
 
CEO of Nuffield Australia, Jim Geltch, said he was thrilled with the new fellowship. 
 
“Nuffield is able to offer amazing access to new scholars through our alumni. The networks that GTA 
have throughout the world will build on this, and is something we will both be able to benefit from 
going forward.” 
 
Mr Allen will present the findings of his research at next year’s Australian Grains Industry Conference 
as well as the Nuffield conference. 
 
<ENDS> 
 
 

Lachlan Allen accepting his Award from GTA Chair 
Peter Reading at the Australian Grain Industry 
Conference (AGIC) Dinner, Melbourne 29 July 2015 


